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Carrying Roller, Carrying Idlers, AKE Carrying Idler Roller For Sale
Brand Name : AKE
Item Name : Carrying Idler Roller
Quality System : ISO9001:2000, CE
Delivery Time : < 15 days
Place of Origin : Shanghai China
Rating : 4.9 score, 341 vote
Price :

Get Price & Support

AKE Carrying Idler Roller Features
Carrying Idler Roller is an important part of belt conveyor, variety, big quantity, function is support the belt, reduce the belt running resistance, and make the belt
verticality does not exceed a certain limit to ensure the smooth operation of the belt. It accounts 35% of total cost of belt conveyor, produced more than 70% of
the resistance, so the quality of idlers is particularly important.
Carrying roller are mainly parallel roller, trough roller. Trough idler rollers generally consists of two side and a flat roller composed groove angle is generally 30
degrees, three rollers each other for detachable hinged belt conveyors, trough idlers together, so called hinged roller. Parallel rollers is generally a long roller,
which is installed on the lower end supporting pressure also called below idler.
The idlers in the material divieded into steel and plastic . Idlers bearing with iron and steel plate stamping and phenolic plastic. Idlers sealing is steel or
plastic . They are filled with the grease seal. Idlers directly affect the service life and electric energy consumption of belt conveyor. Therefore, dustproof sealed
and reliable, good lubrication is important standard to use.
Our AKE can make the different types of idlers according to customer requirements. We produce idlers flexible and reliable operation, can effectively reduce
the friction of idlers and conveyor belt, plays a key role in the life of conveyor belt.

Request for Quotation
You can get the price list and a AKE representative will contact you within one business day.
Name:
E-mail * :
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